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The International Academy of Science and Arts (InterNASA.org) is a worldwide alliance of like-minded professionals like yourself who are actively committed to making the world a better place, for all to thrive and advance into new frontiers. The
Academy of Science and Arts was established to be the scientific engineering, mathematical, arts and humanities Institution akin to the League of Nations, and humanities, in service of your vocation, humanity and Nature. The by-laws have done away
with some of the stuffy shirt roadblocks of other global academies with arthritically
attached ways of the past century. The Academy is completely interactive worldwide
and socially active, yet most important committed to scientific principles, freedom of
artistic expression, and non-politically-driven programs, policies and positions.
The Academy of Science and Arts has appointed 14 leaders from its multidisciplinary
team to head its first Enterprises and Institutes. The first two enterprises to be owned
by and now powering the Academy of Science and Arts are Motion Physics LLC and
ManyOne LLC, both headquartered in Salt Lake City, Phoenix with operations spanning several states including California, Oregon and Washington, D.C.
Motion Physics is an R&D and Incubation Laboratory discovering, exploring, testing
and deploying technologies for gravitational propulsion, clean energy and infrastructure-transforming materials science technologies. These technologies will
power governmental organizations including NASA, Department of Defense and enterprises which may include Boeing, Lockheed, SpaceX and others in the aerospace
sectors.
ManyOne.org has pioneered the “Cloud of Clouds” — integrating the APIs and
gateways spanning everything from domain and hosting providers, to payment and
logistics gateways, all the way to Apple, Google, Amazon and Microsoft OSes,
Clouds, Apps and smart devices. Through a breakthrough financial-monetary revenue
sharing model, ManyOne.org empowers content creators and community building on
the Web and within App Clouds to transform, democratize, and turbocharge the Internet economy.
These two independent 25 year initiatives have involved thousands of people, but
they have heretofore operated entirely independently, and many participants are unaware of the “other” effort. Both were founded by Joseph P. Firmage, an early internet pioneer who founded Serius Software and US Web CKS, achieving notoriety as
“the Fox Mulder of Silicon Valley” in the late 90s and early 2000s. These two
projects have now joined together under the single logo of the Academy of Science
and Arts. Firmage’s intention for this effort is grand, and inspiring: “to catalyze a
Second Renaissance for Humanity”.
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PEOPLE DON’T FIGHT OVER VALUELESS THINGS
Most successful enterprises experience periods of extreme challenge and sometimes
even worse. The International Academy of Science and Arts, ManyOne, and Motion
Physics are no different. From 2009 through 2016, significant challenges occurred.
These included hostile attempts to wrest control of extremely valuable technologies
— nearly two decades in the making — from their founder and partners worldwide.
These hostile acts included:
Unauthorized access to company communications lists for intentional degradation of the reputation of Management, particularly the Founder and CEO,
Mr. Firmage.
Intentional violation of the unnecessary Chapter 7 bankruptcy of ManyOne
Networks Inc. in 2009 by intermingling that corporation with ManyOne
LLC, and/or of anything ‘ManyOne’, causing irreparable harm to all parties
Illegal hostile takeover attempt regarding extremely sensitive physics IP and
grand theft of advanced physics devices paid for by Mr. Firmage and investment efforts
Corporate espionage and conspiracy of parties involved
Libel and slander directly damaging the enterprises and their executives
Undermining the merchant banking capacities of the enterprises
Engaging in unauthorized international delegation of domestic banking systems
These challenges have been strategically overcome through substantial financial expense, significant management experience and strong adherence to principles of integrity and fiduciary capacity of the enterprise’s management team as led by Mr.
Firmage. To say that such accomplishments have been daunting while extremely successful would be a gross understatement.
This plan was also well-conceived and was the consideration of the Academy overall
debt retirement program known as Waterfall, which represents management’s commitment to repay obligations of the past instead of following the course of default so
often chosen in such circumstances. In other words, we are entirely committed to fulfilling all legitimate obligations, past and present, and have successfully been working toward that fundamental end.
The Academy’s primary enterprises and institutes are now ready to launch worldwide
in good standing and with an historic high-water mark of integrity to assist those who
were harmed by the actions of the hostile parties, now out of the picture. It is a relief
to all involved that such times are behind us and now allow us to move forward with
new and appropriate haste.
"Congratulations is not a big enough word describing what has been done by Mr.
Joseph Firmage and his executive team in behalf of the Academy. To bring together
capital, equity, debt, labor, products and services is an accomplishment rarely
achieved, if ever. It is my pleasure to commend all who have been involved in such a
momentous effort, and I am proud to be a part of this team,” said David Shaw, Chief
Strategy Officer and General Counsel.
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Paula Collins, formerly General Manager of USWeb Atlanta during Firmage’s leadership of the consulting giant USWeb/CKS from its founding in 1995 through its $3+
billion value by 1999 said, “Every time I talk with Joe Firmage, he expands my mind
– and sometimes he blows my mind. Like today. I continue to be amazed by the balance of his brilliant mind and his big heart. As an investor I’m grateful to have helped
Joe and his team advance the Academy of Science and Arts. We worked together 20
years ago to change the world, and it looks like round two of a world-changing alliance.” Paula has joined the Board of Trustees of the Academy.
Dr. Charles L. Dickens, President of the Academy enterprises added, “As an alumnus
of Morehouse College it is uniquely special to bring Paula and Atlanta onboard. I
look forward as an opportunity of this homecoming to expand the sphere of influence
and empowerment, through access to advanced technologies, for a once-historically
disenfranchised people.”
Dr. Robert Corell, Vice Chancellor of the Academy and a leader of both United States
and United Nations Climate Change Programs, stated, “After years of effort and over
$250 million raised and deployed creating its primary components, I am proud and
grateful to have been part of the genesis of the Academy since 2003, and now to see
our enterprises and institutes come to life to serve the world. What inspires me most
is that the technologies of ManyOne.org and MotionPhysics.org have the realistic
potential of quickly and massively impacting a singular climate emergency that
threatens the human species.” He continued, “I am honored to be involved at the cutting edge of research and discoveries that may not just slow down decay of our biosphere, but to reverse decay into a renewal of the living ecosystems, and spark a second renaissance.”

OUR INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCE AND ARTS
COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
The establishment of the International Academy Communications Network (http://
InterNASA.org ) is fundamental, instrumental and paramount in transitioning InterNASA.org’s comprehensive business plan into this final phase of its ultimate success. This point cannot be overemphasized. InterNASA.org Communications Centers
will be the interface of the majority of sales activity and client revenue. The Centers
shall also serve as the basis for customer development and customer relations.
The establishment of the International Academy National Communications Network
must take prominence at this stage of our newly-revealed open source enterprise. The
Communications Centers among the flagships of the entire set of institutions and
companies, and will be the first chance for the Academy to make an impressive first
impression.
All Centers must follow the Academy corporate guidelines including, but not limited
to, all federal and state laws and best practices in telemarketing, and will be subject to
ManyOne’s Open Company oversight.
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